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CaH$_2$-assisted low temperature synthesis of metallic magnetic nanoparticle-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes
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We studied synthesis of Ni or Fe nanoparticle-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) by pyrolyzing metal organic salts with CaH$_2$, a very strong reducant. The use of CaH$_2$ lowered formation temperature of MWCNTs down to 400 °C without using toxic halogen-containing precursors and assistance of plasma.

Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) have attracted much attention since the report by Iijima due to their special physical and chemical properties.$^{1,2}$ A number of methods, e.g., arc discharge, electrolysis, laser ablation, sonochemical and hydrothermal methods, and chemical vapour deposition (CVD) have been developed for preparation of CNTs.$^{3}$ Nowadays, the CVD methods are the most widely used but reaction temperatures higher than 600 °C are typically necessary.$^{4}$ Additional drawbacks of the CVD methods are the necessity of complex equipment, and an external carbon source or catalyst feedstock during the synthesis.$^{3}$

Pyrolysis of metal organic salt to form CNTs is one variant of the CVD method. In this method, metallic nanoparticles (NPs) which act as catalysts are formed in-situ via reduction of metal ions by the decomposed organic ligands upon heating.$^{5}$ MWCNTs loaded with metallic Ni and Fe NP can be prepared by pyrolyzing nickel stearate or ferrocene, respectively, under a flow of acetylene at 800 - 1100 °C.$^{5}$ This method is quite simple and considered to be suitable for mass production, thus directing our main focus on this method. However, this method requires high reaction temperatures partly because the reducing agents necessary to form metallic NPs, i.e., decomposed organic ligands, have poor reducing ability at low temperatures. Thus, the addition of strong reducing agent which enables the formation of metallic NP catalysts at lower temperatures is expected to accomplish CNT formation at lower temperatures.

Several reports in solid state chemistry have shown that CaH$_2$ is a fairly strong reductant for metal oxides at low temperatures ($< 300$ °C).$^{6,7}$ Our recent work demonstrated this method can also be applied to reduction of metal organic salts.$^{5}$ Metallic Fe and Ni NPs, which are known to be efficient catalysts for MWCNT formation, can be prepared at temperatures as low as 140 °C simply by reducing the corresponding metal organic salts with CaH$_2$.$^8$ Here, we report a low temperature synthesis of Ni or Fe NP-loaded multiwalled CNTs (MWCNTs) by pyrolyzing metal organic salts with CaH$_2$. Such CNTs decorated with magnetic NPs have found advanced applications especially in the field of biomedicine and biotechnology due to the multiple functionalities.$^9$ The most representative feature of our method is the low reaction temperature (400 °C); this is much lower than those of the pyrolysis method ($> 800$ °C),$^5$ and the typical CVD methods ($> 600$ °C).$^4$ A facile one-step synthetic procedure, no external carbon source, and no catalyst feedstock during the synthesis are also noteworthy.

Mixtures of CaH$_2$ and nickel(II) stearate (Ni(SA)$_2$) or iron(III) stearate (Fe(SA)$_3$) were sealed in a pyrex tube under inert atmosphere and heat-treated at 300, 350, 400, 450 and 500 °C. After the reaction, the samples were washed to remove by-products and unreacted CaH$_2$. Details of the synthesis are described in Electronic Supplementary Information (ESI).

Fig. 1a shows transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of the samples prepared with Ni(SA)$_2$ at 500, 450 and 400 °C for 24 hrs. Asterisk (*) represents (004) peak of graphite.
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Fe(SA)$_3$ at 500 and 450 °C for 24 hrs and 400 °C for 240 hrs. The other non-indexed small peaks are from Fe$_3$C (see Figure S2 in ESI).

NPs without MWCNTs are mainly observed. Quantitative estimation of stability of the Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs formed at 400 °C was rather during the initial 7 days probably due to rapid oxidation of the non-magnetic surface layer due to the small particle size.14

Table 1. Properties of the as-prepared samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T_r$ (°C)</th>
<th>Ni(SA)$_3$</th>
<th>Fe(SA)$_3$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>450</td>
<td>500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{cuv}$ (mm)</td>
<td>20 ± 4</td>
<td>25 ± 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$D_{NP}$ (nm)</td>
<td>16 ± 2</td>
<td>20 ± 6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\sigma^{2}$</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yield (%)</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a) Reacted for 24 hrs except for the case of 400 °C with Fe(SA)$_3$ (240 hrs).
b) Shown as mean ± standard deviation estimated on the average of > 100 samples in the TEM images.
c) Relative intensity ratio of the D and G band peaks in the Raman spectra.
d) Determined by thermogravimetric analyses (see Figure S11 in ESI).
e) Relative to the amount of the starting salt (Ni(SA)$_3$ or Fe(SA)$_3$).
f) Unable to estimate statistical values due to less MWCNTs observed.

Fig. 1b shows powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns for the same samples. They show three relatively sharp diffraction peaks assigned to {111}, {200} and {220} planes of face-centered cubic (fcc) structure of metallic Ni, in addition to a broad peak characteristic of the {002} graphite-like carbon plane at 20° < 2θ < 30°. Lower temperature reactions (< 400 °C) can yield metallic Ni NP but no MWCNTs (see Figure S1 in ESI). It should be noted that the reactions at 400 °C can yield MWCNTs but the amount was very small. Fe NPs without MWCNTs are mainly observed.

Both Figs. 1a and 2a reveal that one metal NP is located near the tip of the MWCNT. Obviously, the MWCNT formation takes place by the tip growth mechanism, where the formation of metal NP is followed by carbon atoms deposition, resulting in MWCNTs growth.5 This is consistent with the previous results obtained at higher temperatures.5,10 Some structural parameters are shown in Table 1. Outer diameter of the MWCNTs ($D_{MWCNT}$) can be controlled by reaction temperature ($T_r$): higher $T_r$ gives smaller $D_{MWCNT}$. Size of catalyst NPs is known to have strong influences on $D_{MWCNT}$. Diameter of the metallic NPs ($D_{NP}$) actually decreases with increasing $T_r$. This unusual temperature dependence of $D_{NP}$ was also observed in the previous work and might be explained by more nucleation sites for NP growth at higher temperatures.8 Table 1 reveals that macroscopic structures such as $D_{MWCNT}$, $D_{NP}$ and length of MWCNTs ($L$) depend on $T_r$. Microscopic structures, on the other hand, are less dependent on $T_r$, as revealed by relative intensity ratio of the D and G band peaks ($I_D/I_G$) in the Raman spectra (Table 1 and Figure S4 in ESI for the spectra) and high magnification TEM images (Figures S5-10 in ESI). Wall number varies depending on positions along CNT but was < 20 independent of the samples. It’s worth noting that Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs have more defects (kinks) than Ni NP-loaded ones.

Fig. 3 Time evolution of $M_s$ of the Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs. The as-prepared samples have $M_s$ of 22, 21 and 42 emu/g for $T_r = 500$, 450 and 400 °C, respectively. The linear lines are the least squares fittings used to estimate daily decrease in $M_s(d)$. For values of $d$, see Table S1 in ESI.

For practical applications, stability under air is particularly important. Fig. 3 shows time evolution of saturation magnetization ($M_s$) at room temperature of the Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs upon exposure to air up to 40 days. Here, $M_s$ is defined as magnetization at an external magnetic field of 5 T normalized by the net sample weight. The as-prepared samples have $M_s$ of ~ 20 ($T_r = 500$ and 450 °C) and 42 emu/g ($T_r = 400 ^\circ C$), which in turn, ~ 110 emu/g Fe-independent of $T_r$ (see Table 1 for the weight faction of magnetic element (σ) in the samples). Several factors are responsible for the smaller values than the ideal one (218 emu/g Fe$_{12}$): presence of Fe$_3$C with a smaller saturation magnetization (~ 140 emu/g), oxidation during the washing under air and predominance of non-magnetic surface layer due to the small particle size.14

The samples prepared at higher $T_r$s have fairly good stability, i.e., daily decrease in $M_s(d)$ of 0.1 %. The sample prepared at 400 °C, on the other hand, showed ~ 9 % decrease in $M_s$ during the initial 7 days probably due to rapid oxidation of the Fe NPs without MWCNTs. Quantitative estimation of stability of the Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs formed at 400 °C was rather difficult because of the minor fraction in the sample. The other magnetic properties are given in ESI (Figure S12 and Table S1).

The present data clearly demonstrate that the use of CaH$_2$...
55 enables formation of well crystallized Ni and Fe NP-loaded MWCNTs even at 400 °C. This is markedly low compared to those by the pyrolysis method (800 – 1000 °C) and the typical CVD methods (600 – 1000 °C). Then, how can such low reaction temperatures be realized? Previous works help us to find the keys for lower temperature formation of CNTs. MWCNT synthesis less than 200 °C was reported by using toxic halogen-containing precursors having weaker carbon-halogen bonds. Assistance of plasma which facilitates decomposition of carbon feedstocks can lower formation temperature of MWCNT and single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) down to 450 and 400 °C, respectively. Although normal CVD synthesis of SWCNT at 350 °C was reported, most of the low temperature synthesis works strongly suggest importance of lowering decomposition temperature of carbon feedstocks.

An important role of CaH2 is formation of Ni or Fe NPs which act as catalyst at lower temperatures, as described. We consider in addition that CaH2 has another important role; facilitating decomposition of organic ligands via reactions including removal of oxygen atoms (see Figure S13 in ESI for details). This is because XRD measurement of the crude reaction mixture revealed formation of CaO (see Figure S14 in ESI) and the fact that only the organic ligand (stearate) has oxygen atoms. This idea is further supported by the fact that the reaction with ferrocene, an iron organic salt with no oxygen atoms, formed no MWCNTs even at 500 °C (see Figure S15 in ESI). These dual roles of CaH2 are considered to be responsible for such low temperature formation of the MWCNTs (see also Figure S16 in ESI for details).

In conclusion, we have successfully synthesized MWCNTs loaded with Ni or Fe NP by pyrolyzing metal organic salt with CaH2. The use of CaH2 enables formation of MWCNTs at 400 °C without using toxic halogen-containing precursors and assistance of plasma. This is about half of the lowest reported temperature in the pyrolysis method and among the lowest formation temperature by the typical CVD methods. The dual roles of CaH2 are considered to be responsible for such extraordinary low temperature formation; formation of metal NPs which act as catalyst at lower temperatures and enhancement of decomposition of the carbon feedstocks. This work clearly demonstrates that CaH2 opens a way to low temperature synthesis of MWCNTs loaded with a variety of metal NP able to catalyze CNT growth, e.g., Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Pd, Ag, Pt and Au.
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Notes and references

Ni or Fe nanoparticle-loaded multiwalled carbon nanotubes can be prepared even at 400 °C by simply heating metal organic salts with CaH₂.